
Business & 
cultural context



Cultural context:



“ Swedes prefer not to 

translate the word fika. They 

don’t want it to lose 

significance and become a 

mere coffee break.” 
- sweden.se (part of the Swedish Institute (SI))







Impact of 
COVID-19…



Illustration:

Has been used by humans throughout history 

for story-telling

The invention of the printing press in 1452 

allowed art, music, literature and publications 

to be mass-produced and distributed

Developments in modern technology has 

enabled more change in illustration and the 

wider field of design



“ But while so much has changed, 

the purpose of illustration has 

remained the same: to provide a 

visual experience that 

communicates meaning beyond 

what words alone can do.” –
illustrationhistory.org



Business Context:



cafekartan.se
Very comprehensive –

covers any city/town in 

Sweden!

User-submitted reviews 

form the focus of its content

Less visual appeal?



visitstockholm.com
Run by Visit Stockholm AB (the 

official tourism promotion 

agency in Sweden

Covers several things to see and 

do in Stockholm

Probably the best in terms of 

responsive design



europeancoffeetrip.com/
stockholm

Has café guides for cities 

around the world

Very specific – even has info on 

what coffee machine they have!

A lot of the information in the 

Stockholm listings are 

incomplete/very brief



Others:

The likes of TimeOut, 

Tripadvisor, CN Traveller



Cognate texts:

Citi x 60: Stockholm

Monocle guide to 

Stockholm

14



Revenue:
The site will be free for all visitors to access

The site will be personally funded initially, as it 

is not intended to initially generate revenue

A second phase for the site may start to include 

some attempts at monetization - dependent on 

results from the first stage!



Strengths:
Visually appealing, a different take on an otherwise popular subject, my own personal 

knowledge and personal contacts, the ever-lasting popularity of cake with all ages J

Threats:
It’s a popular topic, with tough competition from some very big names with established 

followings.

Weaknesses:
Wide scope, may not be initially comprehensive, the illustration side will likely take…time!

Opportunities:
To make a dual language site, to make a site that showcases the cafes in a more creative 

and detailed way, later stages to move out from Stockholm – out of Sweden even?



Twitter 
description:
An illustrated map & guide for 

visitors and locals to explore 

Stockholm through its coffee 

houses. (98 characters)




